Classic Coffers
Highly engineered suspended “clip on” wood ceiling system designed for fast, easy installation.
The system is pre-cut, pre-finished, and includes all clips and components required to install the
system. The components clip to a standard 15/16” metal T-Grid system and the pre-assembled
coffers are simply dropped-in-place. This provides the elegance of a real wood coffered ceiling with
ease of installation and the lowest cost of ownership in the industry. Decorative metals, fabrics, and
acoustical materials are also incorporated in our panels.
Our system is produced in an “Eco-friendly” manner where we utilize post-manufactured wood in
our product and available with FSC Certified wood.
Our skilled staff provides full support and design assistance for your project.
Castle Plank - Solid
Widths up to 16 inches; lengths up to 16 feet.
Custom thickness, widths & lengths available.
Select from a large variety of hardwood species; including Reclaimed Antique Heart Pine and Oak,
Walnut, Ash, Hard Maple, Cherry, White Oak, Hickory and Red Oak.
Laser-Straight precision milled flooring for easy installation.
Our location is centered in the slow-growth Northern Regions of high-quality White Oak and
Walnut forests. This timber produces a tight-grain, consistent color and stability in our wide-plank
flooring.
Castle Plank - Engineered
Rappgo is a Swedish manufacturer and is highly respected for precision milling and quality
throughout the industry. We supply cut to size lumber blanks and plywood to Rappgo for use in
their manufacturing process. Our company markets the Rappgo line as Castle Plank and we have an
exclusive arrangement for this product in North America.
Rappgo flooring is of superior quality and specializing in extra wide and long plank from 6” -12”
widths and 6’ -12’ lengths. Available with custom textures, Oil or UV finishes. It is dimensionally
stable and excellent for installing over under-floor heating and directly to concrete substrates.
The “RappLoc” system has a well designed “click” profile for easy installation which eliminates the
need to glue or nail the floor.
Flooring is also available with FSC Certified materials.
Reclaimed Beams & Timbers
Historic Timber & Plank focuses on procuring reclaimed beams, planks, and timber from old barns
and buildings. These buildings contain virgin old growth timber that is aged over time creating
stability and unique colors and textures.
The value-added services we provide for reclaimed timber are De-nailing, Power Washing, Kiln
Drying, Fumigating, Custom Milling, Wire Brushing, and Oiling creating historical flooring, wall
paneling, and furniture. Our goal is to provide genuine reclaimed timbers that capture rustic elegance
and exceed expectations.

Please visit our websites at:
www.classiccoffers.com
www.historictimberandplank.com

WARRANTY
LIFETIME GUARANTEE FOR CASTLE PLANK WIDE PLANK FLOORING
Castle Plank protects the original purchaser with a guarantee for our solid and engineered wood flooring
for as long as the purchaser owns the home or business against manufacturing defects.
PRE-INSTALLATION GUARANTEE
Each floor plank that we manufacture is carefully inspected at our factory. All flooring shall be inspected
by the purchaser when received and each plank shall be inspected prior to installation. Any visible
defects shall be reported to Castle Plank within 3 days of receipt of flooring delivery. Defective planks
will be replaced at no charge. Castle Plank accepts no responsibility for costs incurred when a floor with
visible defects has been accepted and installed.
EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
This warranty will not apply and Castle Plank will not be in any way liable in the event of:
Improper installation; Installation must be in accordance with instructions and recommended procedures
provided with each floor.
Improper maintenance; Maintenance must be in accordance with the instructions and recommendations
provided with each floor. Use of floor maintenance products not specifically manufactured for use on this
type of flooring may damage your floor.
Damage due to water saturation such as a leaky faucet, broken pipe, wet-mopping, spills or standing
water.
Extreme environmental conditions; we cannot be responsible for extreme conditions such as exposure to
extreme heat, moisture, dryness or rapid fluctuations in any such conditions.
Excessive ground moisture caused by natural weather conditions including (but not limited to); excessive
rainfall, hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding or other natural disasters.
Misuse; This warranty does not extend to damage caused by misuse, abuse or accidents. This includes,
but is not limited to, damage caused by heavy furniture or equipment impact, scratches or scarring caused
by pets, sharp or pointed objects, by exposure to ultraviolet light or the use of any oil soap or ammonia
based cleaners.
Alterations/Repairs; This warranty does not cover alterations, including refinishing or repairs made to the
flooring.
Reinstallation; Our obligation to reinstall properly replaceable floor boards does not include any
obligation on our part to resurface worn flooring or to provide for the cost thereof.
Normal color variations; Wood is a natural, living product and color variations are a normal occurrence
within the original flooring. Further color changes in the wood should be expected as the floor increases
in age.
This warranty applies only to the original purchaser and to flooring in its original installation and is not
transferable. There are no other guarantees, expressed or implied, including merchantability or fitness for
a particular purpose, other than those listed within this guarantee.
No retailer, installer, dealer, distributor, agent or employee has the authority to increase the scope or alter
the terms or coverage of this warranty.

Under no circumstances shall Rappgo be liable or in any manner responsible for any claim, loss or
damage arising from the purchase, use or inability to use its products or from any special, indirect,
incidental or consequential damages, regardless of theory, including, without limitation, punitive or
exculpatory damages or attorney’s fees.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, which may vary from state to state. Some states do not
allow the exclusion or limitation or implied warranties or of incidental or consequential damages.
Please note that evidence of the purchase date and identity of the original purchaser is a condition for
warranty coverage and we strongly recommend that you keep it, together with our installation guide and
radiant heat installation/maintenance sheet (when applicable), in a safe place.

